
9·45in BL Siege Howitzer (Skoda) [1900–1920] 

In the pre-war years it was almost unthinkable that the British Army should have to rely on foreign guns, but this in 

fact happened twice. As we have already seen the I5pdr QF field gun was a German weapon, and the 9·45in was in 

fact the Austro-Hungarian M1898 Howitzer manufactured by Skoda. During the South African War the lack of heavy 

siege pieces became acute, and eight of them were secretly purchased in 1900 with the intention of using them at the 

siege of Pretoria. (…) In the event they arrived too late for the Pretoria action and found no other employment in 

South Africa. One or two appear to have been sent to China in 1902, but the evidence on this is scant; what is known 

is that they all arrived back in England in due course and were relegated to training, since they bore a slight 

resemblance to the 9·2in howitzers that were ʻin the pipelineʼ at the time. 

Known always as the ʻQuarter-to-Tenʼ guns, they were unique in British Army annals for having breech mechanisms 

which opened to the left side of the gun; this caused considerable consternation among the drill experts, but was less 

of a drawback than it seemed. What was difficult was the peculiar system of firing. The obturation was by a short 

metal cup on the face of the breech screw; this carried a special percussion primer, and the whole affair was virtually 

a short cartridge case. To load the gun a shell was placed on the hinged tray to the right of the breech; the howitzer 

was brought horizontal and the tray swung round until its tip entered the breech recess and protected the screw 

threads. The shell was rammed by hand and the tray swung clear. The bag charge was then placed in the breech. A 

spring catch in the breech screw was then pressed and the steel cup removed, a primer fitted and the steel cup 

clipped back in place. The three-motion breech mechanism was then closed and locked, and the howitzer elevated to 

the firing position. It is interesting to note that the breech screw merely lay on the carrier when the breech was 

opened, the carrier did not surround the screw as in British designs. Although retained in place by a catch, it was a 

precarious arrangement. The equipments were declared obsolete in 1920. 
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